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February 2022 

Cleaning: Famy and Lauri 

Calendar: 
February 10, Thursday 2:30 Valentine’s Day 
Hosted by Kerri & Lauri 

We will be playing a special game for the occasion: 

Hearts on the Green: 

A traditional 12 end pairs game with 4 
special ends. If the jack goes into 
the ditch it is replaced on the string at the 
3 meter mark.

#3 Long bowls removed. Any bowl which 
passes jack high is removed and placed on the bank 
(this include bowls knocked past jack high by other bowls. 

#6 Short bowls removed. Any bowl finishing short of jack 
high is removed and placed on the bank. If the jack moves, 
bowls then short remain on the green. 



#9 Reverse order of play. The jack is not delivered. The 
skips play their bowls, then the leads play their bowls then 
deliver the jack. If the jack is thrown out of bounds, the next 
player rolls the jack.  Two mis-throws and jack is placed at 3 
meter mark.

#12 Power play end - the number of shots scored on this 
end is doubled.

Thanks: 
Denise for helping to clean ditches. Christine for extensive gardening, ditch 
cleaning, clubhouse cleaning and especially for propping me up this past 
month. Gustav for litter removal both outside and inside the green area. Jesse 
for blowing the green. John for blowing the green after that nasty windstorm.  
Steve for blowing the green and mounting some of the old bowls to the fence 
styles-nice touch! 

Draw Games: 
The draw on on all days but Tuesday is at 12:30. In order for that process to go 
smoothly please: 
1. Make the effort to arrive early enough to put your name tag onto the draw 

board. 
2. Have your bowls out and ready to place at whatever rink you have drawn.  
3. Be on time! The members who go through the process of creating the 

day’s draw deserve your consideration. When you show up late the entire 
draw needs to be redone to create the games to be played that day. If you 
anticipate a late arrival please try to contact a member who usually bowls 
on that particular day and let them know so your name can be entered in 
the draw. Christine and/or David are usually present on Thursdays and 

4. Sundays, the most attended draw days. Our phone numbers are on the 
roster each of you should have. 

Club Bowls: 
The club maintains an inventory of bowls for the use of any member. It is 
integral to welcoming new players who are starting out as well as to those who 
do not wish to go to the expense of purchasing their own bowls. Use of all club 
bowls is on a first come first served basis so if you prefer a particular set you 
need to get to the green early enough to secure them for the day. If you are 
planning on visiting another club you may check them out for a “limited time”. 
There is a signup sheet in the bowls shed for this purpose. Please do not take 
them on a two week vacation without consulting a board member. 



San Jose Winter League: 
Congratulations to the 6 Santa Cruz members who are competing in the San 
Jose Winter League Tournament. After the first 2 weeks of competition 
Christine and Aumao are in first place and Rachel, Peter (subbing for first week 
for an injured Rachel) and Jesse are in 4th. Gustav and David rose from the 
ashes of the first week and moved up 5 spots. One more day of competition 
left-Go Santa Cruz! 

Focal Point: 
We often have questions regarding the legality of a delivered jack.  Is it too 
short?  How far is it supposed to be? From “Laws of the Sport of Bowls, third 
edition (revised in 2020)” Law 6.1.4 After the first player to play has delivered 
the first bowl, no one has the right to challenge the legality of the original 
distance of the mat line from the rear and front ditches.  And closely associated 
is Law 9.7: After the first player to play has delivered the first bowl, no one has 
the right to challenge the legality of the original position of the mat. A delivered 
jack must be 23 meters from the  mat line (75.5 feet).  In summary, if you have 
any questions about the legality of a jack or mat, they must be addressed prior 
to the delivery of the first bowl.  Once the bowl has been delivered it is played 
as thrown. 



Bowls Tip - Aiming Point: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eCoBrRzOR-8
  

Business: 
$5000 has been moved to CD for the green replacement fund as it matured this 
week. CD has been renewed for 8 months so additional $2000 as per 2022 goal 
can be added in August. 

Goals 2022: 
Personnel: to have net gain of 5 over Jan 31 roster

Facility: To replace flashing as necessary, repair roof

Finance: to add 7000 to CD - $5,000 met in January 2022
 


